SAB May Cede Publicity Control

An attempt to remove the Student Activities Board's control over campus publicity and to give it to the Department of Student Life will be made in Student Council tonight, according to SG Treasurer Ted Brown.

If approved, the responsibility of publicity control would revert to Mrs. Rose Lombardy, an employee of the Department of Student Life.

The SAB claimed that it is under-staffed, and Mrs. Lombardy has complained that she cannot make order out of the chaos the SAB presents her with, Brown said.

Council tonight will also consider steps to continue its anti-tuition fight. This involves, Brown said, re-establishment of the North and South Campus letter-writing booths.

These would encourage letter-writing to those New York City Assemblymen who abstained from voting on the tuition proposal to discharge from committees the bill which would have pertained to the State Education Law the mandate of free tuition.

It would also attempt to "create the miasma existing prior to the Albany trip, so that we can have something to work with next September when the big push will come," Brown said.

This would be done by disseminating information and petitions which students can take home to their friends and neighbors.

Music Department To Conduct Master's Program Next Term

The Music Department will hit a new crescendo next term with the beginning of a Master of Arts in Music program. The three-part program will be in the areas of musicology, composition, and theory, although to be qualified for the graduate courses students must be able to perform either instrumentally or vocally.

Modern thought and composition will be highlighted and the accent will be placed on preparing music teachers for college-level work.

Understanding music in "initiative" will be an aim of the course.

The program was hailed by the department's chairman, Prof. Fritz Sabo.

New Queens Curriculum Reduces Basic Credits

Required courses for the baccalaureate degree at Queens College will be reduced to one third of their present number as a result of a recommendation by the school's faculty council at its March meeting.

President Harold W. Stokes announced the action yesterday. The curriculum has been presented to the Board of Higher Education, he said, and has already been approved in principle.

The new course of study, recommended by the faculty council for adoption next semester, removes 13 to 26 credits from the present 64 credits, which is now the same as the requirement here, depending on the student's major and his high school language preparation.

Besides the bush courses, bachelor's degree candidates at Queens will continue to take 32 credits in their major field comparable to the 24-30 credits of elective concentration required here.

Professor Ronald Grin, chairman of the Queens curriculum committee which submitted the revised program to the faculty council, said that the new system would give students the advantage of freely choosing much more of their college work during their four years.

The committee's report to the faculty, made after a year's study, indicated that the entire undergraduate curriculum was under examination and that these changes were a result of the recent imposition of tuition fees at the State University.
COLD WAR BYPRODUCT:

Education 'Race'

by BARBARA SCHWARTZBAUM

The writer of the story was invited to speak on Academic Freedom in the City University at the Teachers' Union and was present for Dr. Taylor's address. This coverage is presented to students as a public service of OP during the absence of the regular metropolitan dailies.

A warning that the cold war is destroying American educational standards was delivered by Dr. Harold L. Taylor Saturday. Speaking before the Teachers Union's annual educational conference, Dr. Taylor asserted that the nation's emphasis on "catching up with the Russians" was reducing our educational system to a race for high marks and purely scientific talent.

Dr. Harold L. Taylor
Criticizes Educational Trends

A former President of Sarah Lawrence College and the author of numerous books on education and contemporary society, Dr. Taylor charged that our educational system had been converted into an instrument for "supplying the man-power for the military-industrial establishment."

He criticized public figures like Admiral Rickover for wanting to eliminate frills from our educational system. "Such frills as learning to live, how to enjoy a poem and how to think for oneself," he quipped, "The ability to pass examinations in academic subjects is becoming our criterion of the educated person," he said, "and not the conception of the enlightened world citizen."

Dr. Taylor asserted that "Tai, recently, the child has been safe in the nursery school... but now if he is not clever enough to disguise his ability from the talent scouts, he may find himself whisked off on the road to MIT before he is fairly out of the sandbox."

"What... there may be an American youth, he said, is being presented with only two alternatives—a policy of drift or a policy of competitive ambition. "In either case we are not reaching the roots of idealism and of action which are latent in the young, and which are latent in every human being." "The teacher must provide moral leadership for the young," Dr. Taylor concluded, "or education will become a training program in banality."

American youth, he said, is being presented with only two alternatives—a policy of drift or a policy of competitive ambition. In either case we are not reaching the roots of idealism and of action which are latent in the young, and which are latent in every human being." "The teacher must provide moral leadership for the young," Dr. Taylor concluded, "or education will become a training program in banality."

when a cigarette means a lot...

get Lots More from L&M

more body in the blend
more flavor in the smoke
more taste through the filter

And L&M's filter is the modern filter—all white, inside and outside—so only pure white touches your lips.

Enter the L&M GRAND PRIX 50
For college students only! 50 Pontiac Tempests FREE!
Among My Kinfolk

My favorite cousin, Mandolin Glebe, a sweet, unspoiled country girl, was a freshman. I said yes. He asked me did I want to make traditional airs like cigarettes with a mango on his breast pocket. He asked me was I a freshman. I said yes. He asked me did I want to be a MM or a MM. He said yes. He said the only way to make these keen things happen was to join a fraternity. Portrait of the student had happened to show me a pledge card with him, so he pricked my thumb and signed. He didn't tell me the name of the fraternity or where it is located, but I suppose I'll find out when I go active.

Meanwhile this fellow comes around every week to collect rent and I have rented a room which is not only grotesquely expensive, but it is not at all the kind of room I was looking for. I have rented a room that is keeping me from Marlboro cigarettes—dastardly good stuff. I don't want to let me keep the nurses. They would not, however, let me keep the nurses.

So, dear cousin, it is lack of funds, not lack of enthusiasm, that is keeping me from Marlboro cigarettes—dastardly good stuff. I don't want to let me keep the nurses.
Unconstitutional

The History Department has chosen an odd way to welcome Justice William O. Douglas to the College next week. After inviting the renowned liberal individual to speak here, the Department apparently has also managed to violate the equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment in preparing for his lecture.

The historians first decided to hold the Justice’s address in the smallest hall on campus—Arnow Auditorium—and then, faced with a homemade seat shortage, reserved most of the lecture tickets for themselves. Following a brief period in which the tickets were distributed on a first-come, first-served basis, the Department requisitioned the remainder for its own faculty and students. It now appears that pull, or a seat in a Renaissance History course is necessary to obtain admittance to the lecture.

The attitude of many students here to this discrimination was expressed by SG Treasurer Ted Brown who turned down a preferred ticket, saying, “this seems like a strange way to run an engagement for a speaker of such magnitude.”

We agree with Mr. Brown and suggest that the Department has a week to reconsider its seating plan. For a start, they might move Justice Douglas’ address to either the Great Hall or the Grand Ballroom.

The argument that Arnow is more “intimate” and consequently smaller seems to us reason enough to reject the Hall. Surely after traveling three thousand miles the Justice will be more impressed by a large group of eager students, albeit in a less attractive setting, than an elite group fighting for seats.

We would also suggest that in deference to the Justice’s sense of fair play (if not its own) the Department should end its discriminatory ticket policy.

Personnel Problems

It has been said that today will see the introduction of a measure in Student Council to return SG’s publicity approval rights to those who came to the Information Office, and the Department of Student Life.

Mr. Schweidel, SG Publicity approval chairman, is said to have turned down a preferred ticket, saying, “this seems like a strange way to run an engagement for a speaker of such magnitude.”

We agree with Mr. Brown and suggest that the Department has a week to reconsider its seating plan. For a start, they might move Justice Douglas’ address to either the Great Hall or the Grand Ballroom.

The argument that Arnow is more “intimate” and consequently smaller seems to us reason enough to reject the Hall. Surely after traveling three thousand miles the Justice will be more impressed by a large group of eager students, albeit in a less attractive setting, than an elite group fighting for seats.

We would also suggest that in deference to the Justice’s sense of fair play (if not its own) the Department should end its discriminatory ticket policy.

The first Student Government Training Seminar of the term will meet next Tuesday at 5 PM in Room 151 Finley. All interested students are welcome.

Swing into SPRING

with a
Square Dance

SATURDAY, APRIL 6, 1963
3:00 PM
Queens College Cafeteria
sponsored by
Queens College Outdoor Club and the Cultural Affairs Committee
Admission 50 cents.
Cafeteria will be open.

The Weavers

YOUR editorial of March 19 did not take in account many important facts that have been indicated by the Hispanic Committee of Citizens. In their report they point out that not only are Hispanic personnel scarce in policy-making positions in the Dept. of Romance Languages but that North Americans with doctorates in Spanish are scarce as well. They indicate that out of 36 permanent faculty members, only 6 have degrees in the Spanish field. Dean Culford, the only Fulbright Professor, Spanish, of 9 in the Dept.; Professors Bach-y-Rita, the only Associate Professor of Spanish, of 5 in the Dept.; Professors Arroyo, Arruza, Ramiliez and Chaves, 4 Assistant Professors in Spanish, out of a total of 8 Assistant Professors. Dean noted that Prof. Becerra has 37 years of service and Prof. Arruza some 36 years. He must note the fact that Prof. Chaves, a diplomat and jurist, wrote a letter to Prof. Gallagher, when he had no tenure, praising Chairman Gallagher’s interest in Spanish.

The Hispanic Committee clearly shows that out of 5 members of the departmental Appointments Committee, 4 have doctorates in French; Professors Gillis, B. Levy, B. Rhodes, and Jaquie; that the Chairman (Gilles), Sub-Chairman (Taffel), and Guidance Counselor (Hoffman) all have doctorates in French; that although more students are studying Spanish at night than are studying French by day, President Gallagher’s own admission, there are 2 learned persons at night in Spanish, one of whom is the Chairman’s wife; that the Director of the Night School (General Student) is Prof. B. Levy, a Doctor of French; that no less than 12 relations without degrees in Spanish have taught at it if the study of Spanish did not require trained teachers.

You state that the Hispanic Committee’s charge of discrimination in the Library is reckless, although it is well known that French books outnumber Spanish books by more than 2 to 1 and that there are 17 French magazines and only 4 Spanish magazines in the Humanities Room. You criticize the Committee for speculating over the fate of Spanish book proposals, but you take Prof. Gallagher at his word when he says that all Spanish book requests have been honored. How do we know this?

Although other policies can be mentioned, I hope that the above editorial will make ideas that will lead to a more just editorial.

Joel Leftoff, 301
Sincerely yours,

The Rites of Spring

in case the January 21 variety of weather on March 22 lowered you into thinking that the eternal equinox had not yet arrived, a glance at the College calendar will show you that March is definitely going out like the proverbial lamb.

Neglected during the winter by all except an indifferent snowball flinger and the neighborhood pigeons, the South Campus lawn suddenly recovered its normal assortment of lovers, sunbathers, and dassies.

Other signs of the season were obvious enough as one leisurely strolled across breathing the fresh spring air (only slightly infused with the exhaust fumes of the Convent Avenue traffic). Tennis players shed their sweat pants in favor of shorts and sandals the Bungalow granted the entrance to South Campus with his shirt-sleeved form and homogenized ground.

The lack of seating space on the low walls giving South Campus bare truth to the fact that spring has at last arrived and plans to stay. (We hope!)
Miss Chemical...

Applications are now being accepted for Miss Chemical Engineer­ing Cale, Room '63. Those interested in applying should submit a picture and other required details to A.I.Ch.E. Vice-president Har­vey Schapiro or Bob Killen through the A.I.Ch.E. mailbox by April 19. An award will be given to the winner at the A.I.Ch.E. Smoker on April 26.

Schleps Band Together Here
As Antidote To Political Clubs

The schleps of the College have banded together to pro­vide an antidote to serious political organizations on campus. "Live, the schlep organization," seeks, according to Vice President Kevin Rourke, "to throw a bit of humor on seri­ous situations."

It has applied for a charter, with Mr. Lewis L. Brownestein (Student Life) as temporary fac­ulty advisor and Allen Stern as President. Fourteen students have already joined the club, which to date has held one organizational meeting. Says Rourke, however, "we ex­pect that nearly every person in the school will join."

The stated purpose of the club is "to provide a forum for the study of the unknown and the en­clear and the obscure and the obli­suous."

"We intend to explore new ho­risons in nonsense," he said.

"It is only the last remnants of schlep-investigation that shall pro­duce once again interest in the leftovers."

"Gracefully they crawl upon the breast of truth; unrecognized, un­sung sweepers of the slime."
 Registrar Explains Mysteries Of Soc. 5 and Unattached 8

“There used to be a method to our madness,” said Registrar Robert L. Taylor last week, referring to the College’s course-numbering system, “but by now it has become chaotic.” However, he added, “it would be an even greater chaos to try to straighten out the chaos we've got.” About 1960, a mass rehashing of course numbers in the Englewood Department was made by Professor Edgar Johnson, who had just been elected Chairman.

Prof. Johnson explained that the old system had been allowed to grow at random, with new courses being assigned consecutively for numerical courses as they were created.

“But I like to be orderly, and I wanted to create a system with some kind of name.” The reason, he said, was to assign each decade of numbers to a particular field.

Thus, 1 to 10 were set aside for required courses, the teens were reserved exclusively for advanced writing courses, the twenties for the study of Anglo-Saxon and medieval linguistics and literature, the forties for American Literature, and so on.

“There was little confusion,” Prof. Johnson continued, “and for a year or two, while we put the old numbers in parentheses in the bulletin.”

The only complaint, Prof. Johnson said, came from the late Prof. Theodore Goodman, who had a minor attachment for the numbers of his courses in narrative writing.

Many students probably wonder, as they look through the bulletin trying to decide what courses to take, how such oddities as Sociology 5, Economics 101, and Unattached 8 got their nomenclature. Prof. Taylor explained the historical reasons for all these apparen
tly quirky titles.

“About twenty-five years ago, the Sociology Department was a subdivision of the Government Department (now Political Science), and students were required to take both. 1 and 5. When the new department was established, the two halves were separated but the old system remained.

Curiously, at about the same time, the Psychology Department was discontinued and thus the Psychology Department, but this time the psychology numbers were altered.

BASKESFIELD CHEMICAL SOCIETY Presents Dr. W. W. Shewry of the College Department of Chemistry as the Speaker on "The Structure of Organisms." Wednesday, 5 PM, Room 108 Finley.

THE BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY Presents Prof. K. V. S. Ramaiah of the College Department of Botany on "Botany and Environmental Science." Wednesday, 5 PM, Room 108 Finley.

Chinese Students Association Presents Dr. A. K. Hsu on "The Changing Scene in China." Wednesday, 5 PM, Room 108 Finley.

American Association of University Women Presents Prof. Mr. Sterling W. G. Foreman on "The Importance of Science in Education." Wednesday, 5 PM, Room 108 Finley.

PHILOSOPHY SOCIETY Presents Prof. Franklin E. Smith on "The Importance of the "Quest for Knowledge." Wednesday, 5 PM, Room 108 Finley.

ECONOMICS SOCIETY Presents Prof. Albert W. T. Leung on "The Changing Scene in Economics." Wednesday, 5 PM, Room 108 Finley.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY Presents Prof. Grover F. Hinman on "The Importance of Geology in Engineering." Wednesday, 5 PM, Room 108 Finley.

ROBERT D. TAYLOR, Registrar

The general system for numbering courses was devised during the College’s formative years, the Registrar explained. Classes in the College of Liberal Arts and Science were given numbers up to 19, with single digit numbers assigned for numbered courses. In the professional schools—holding, law, dentistry, and medicine—a second digit was assigned for freshmen and sophomores numbered 100 to 169 and more advanced ones from 200 to 299.

Thus, Economics 101 and 102 got their numbers because originally they were the basic courses taken by liberal arts students.

Unattached 8, Japanese Civilization, is the lone survivor of what was at one time a flourishing "department" of Unattached courses, Mr. Taylor said. During the years, many of the courses have been dropped, and some have been transferred under the title "Comparative Literature." One, in 9, 16, Statistics, is now given under the auspices of the Psychology and Economics Department.

According to the Registrar, courses are labeled "Unattached" when the department which offers them has not exactly wanted to admit them because they are required. They have, he said, illegitimate children.

---

Registrar Robert L. Taylor Explains Numbers Game

College of Liberal Arts and Science were given numbers up to 19, with single digit numbers assigned for numbered courses. In the professional schools—holding, law, dentistry, and medicine—a second digit was assigned for freshmen and sophomores numbered 100 to 169 and more advanced ones from 200 to 299.

Thus, Economics 101 and 102 got their numbers because originally they were the basic courses taken by liberal arts students.

Unattached 8, Japanese Civilization, is the lone survivor of what was at one time a flourishing "department" of Unattached courses, Mr. Taylor said. During the years, many of the courses have been dropped, and some have been transferred under the title "Comparative Literature." One, in 9, 16, Statistics, is now given under the auspices of the Psychology and Economics Department.

According to the Registrar, courses are labeled "Unattached" when the department which offers them has not exactly wanted to admit them because they are required. They have, he said, illegitimate children.
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CLASS OF '41
Will discuss the Annual Handicapped and sponsors for the class gift in Room 108 Finley.

DAMA PLAYERS
Will conduct the annual meeting at 8:00 PM in the Grand Ballroom. The Players will present plays and comic sketches and refreshments will be served.

JAZZMUS
Will hold its annual meeting on the campus, concurrent with this year’s production in Room 208 Finley at 11:15 AM. The Players will present cabaret numbers.

ECONOMICS SOCIETY
Presents Prof. Albert W. T. Leung on "The Changing Scene in Economics." Wednesday, 5 PM, Room 108 Finley.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Presents Prof. Grover F. Hinman on "The Importance of Geology in Engineering." Wednesday, 5 PM, Room 108 Finley.

SHOLEM ALEICHEM YIDDISH CLUB Presents Dr. Sholom S. Alpert on "Yiddish Literature." Wednesday, 5 PM, Room 108 Finley.

MARXIAN DISCUSSION CLUB Presents Prof. Alwin A. Karpel, Jr. on "The Social and Economic Program." Wednesday, 5 PM, Room 108 Finley.

POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION Presents Dr. John A. MacNaghten on "The Importance of Political Science." Wednesday, 5 PM, Room 108 Finley.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY MUSICAL COMEDY SOCIETY Presents Mr. Robert Perry on "The Importance of Musical Comedy." Wednesday, 5 PM, Room 108 Finley.

PHOTO CLUB Presents Prof. Frank Loew of the Department of Psychology on "The Importance of Photography." Wednesday, 5 PM, Room 108 Finley.

PROFESSORIAL LITERARY WORKSHOP Will conduct a conference on graduate studies, "The Importance of Graduate Education." Wednesday, 5 PM, Room 108 Finley.

STUDENT PEACE UNION Presents Mr. Frank Loew of the Department of Psychology on "The Importance of Peace." Wednesday, 5 PM, Room 108 Finley.

THEATRE SOCIETY Will honor Taras Shevchenko in Room 348 Finley at 8:00 PM. All are invited.

The Lettermen bring their fresh, and imaginative sound to twelve great songs that deserve to be sung. The result? "College Standards," the Lettermen's newest Capitol album. Their rhythm can't beat all over every song, from Fraternity Row's "The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" to Broadway's "The Party's Over." The Lettermen take "College Standards" on Capitol... and be sure to look for the Lettermen in concert on your campus.

Dance...

An April Fool's Dance will be held at St. Paul's the Apostle Auditorium, Columbus Avenue, between 29th and 60th Streets, on Saturday, at 8:30 PM. The Newnan Club is selling tickets for $1.00 in advance, 1:25 at the door. For further details call the Newnan Club, AU 2-3860.

FLIGHT TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER
2275 ROUNDTRIP
DCS Jer. Regularly Scheduled Airline

September 18th

Contact: Ed Levine, 4-8223 or Herb Wanger, 78-8199

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27, 1962

REGISTRAR

Queens Student Association presents
FOLK FESTIVAL
Sat., April 6 at 3:30 PM
Fitzgerald Gym

- BONNIE DOBSON
- JAC K LOU
- STEELE BROS.
- DAVE VAN RONK
- HARRY AND JEANNE WEST

Wed., April 10 at 8 PM
Colden Auditorium

- SLEEPY JOHN ESTES
- FREEDOM SINGERS
- GREENBRIAR BOYS
- HAMMIE NIXON
- HANK PROFIT
- YANK AND DAVE
- PETE SEEGER
- FRANK WARNER
- DOC WATSON

Squads Dancing, Sat., April 6, Dining Hall, 8:30 PM

Amateur Folk Singer & Instrument Contest
Wed., April 10, at 3:30 PM
Memorial Center

- Workshops
Wed., April 10, at 9:30 AM
Memorial Center

- All Events
Single Concerts $1.50
Square Dance $1.50

Mail Orders:
QUEENS CENTER QUEENS COLLEGE
Flushing 67, N. Y.

Please enclose a stamped self-addressed envelope.

Hickory 7-5272
FREE PARKING
Bias Against Evening Students
Cited By ES Pres. Irizarry

Charges of "discrimination" against Evening Session students in the use of the Finley Student Center were leveled Monday evening by Evening SG President Ennice Irizarry. Miss Irizarry asserted that the -existing conditions would lead to the eventual extinction of many Evening Session organizations," and said that only 12 per cent of the building's space was used for Evening purposes in the last month and a half.

She also charged that while Evening Session students contributed 20 per cent of the operating cost of the center, only $226 of the Center's $5000 program allocation went to that division. The Finley Board of Advisers, a student-faculty-alumni group which advises the Dean of Students in the Center's operation, received the letter at its meeting Monday, and appointed a Program Committee to investigate Miss Irizarry's complaints.

Playoff...

A match between the cellar team in the Met College Baseball Conference and the championship team in the Knickerbocker Conference last spring, while the Beavers were relegated to last place in the tougher Met League. The game is planned as an exhibition match and will be played the last week before the season begins.

---Neumann
New Strike Zone May Give Help To College's Pitchers

The consensus among baseball people at the College is that the new, larger strike zone will be a great advantage to pitchers—especially good ones.

The College's baseball team has a pitching staff that fits the bill—maybe all good pitchers, according to freshman coach Frank Scelone.

Six of the team's hurlers are Howie Friedman, Richie Scorn, Vin Calafatotia, Murray Bistrikoff, Ron Muller and Mike Greenman.

Other pitchers on the squad are Jack Heyman, Howie Smith and Kelly Joe Pargament.

Friedman was the team's top winner last spring among the two Beaver victories. He is a pitcher with a good curve ball and sharp control, according to Coach Al DiBernardo. He will probably be the starter's number one starter.

Another Beaver hurler who frowns from the port side is Erisia Steinman. Steinman has a somewhat sharper curve than Friedman but not possess the same control, according to Coach Scelone.

Steinman has a somewhat well-averaged victories. He is a southpaw.

Mark Heyman, Howie Smith and Mike Dinornado. He will probably be the starter's number two starter.

The team this year is changed, according to Karlin, he's a playmaker, a consistent winner. This year, according to Karlin, he's playing an even better game.

Rich Going and Leon Rapoport will work the fourth and fifth positions, while Matt Detich and Neil Blitz will bowl for the sixth spot.

By STEVE ABEI

Everyday about 3 o'clock a bunch of blue sweatshirt-clad athletes go out on the tennis courts in front of Cohen Library and practice.

And everyday at the same time a larger bunch of students stand or sit along the fence surrounding the courts. Usually they comment on the quality of play, whether one can beat the other one and so on, ad infinitum, file any good group of side-walk superintendents.

Sometimes the programless side-walk crowd is watching a tennis class (the co-ed ones are most interesting), sometimes a few free-lance amateurs but usually the men who draw the most favorable comments (‘Kid has a nice back-hand, or nice forehand or good-moves, etc.) are members of the team's team working out.

The team this year is changed.

Coach Harry Karlin Loses Top Men

from last spring's in two important respects—Al Smith and Stan Freundlich. In the Met championships this year graduated.

diwan won the doubles crown. In the singles, Freundlich entered unseeded and worked his way up to the championship match by being topped by Al Jary and Al Jary.

As coach Harry Karlin put it: 'That's what makes a winner.'

Despite those losses the Beavers still have a pair of right-handed men who could mean trouble any team on the schedule.

Both put together excellent records last year. Karl Otto, 7-1 and Bernie Wasserman, 7-1. It is hoped that winning though has paid off.

Number three position on the stick is probably to go at Least. It moved into a top position in the end of last season and was consistent winner. This year, coming to Karlin, he's playing an even better game.

Rich Going and Leon Rapoport will work the fourth and fifth positions, while Matt Detich and Neil Blitz will bowl for the sixth spot.
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Get Lucky
Play "Crazy Questions"

50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERE'S HOW:

First, think of an answer. Any answer. Then come up with a nutty, surprising question for it, and you've done a "Crazy Question." It's easy the new way for students to make foot. Study the examples below; then do your own.

Send them, with your name, address, college and class, to GET LUCKY, Box 64F, Mt. Vernon 10, N. Y. Winning entries will be awarded $25.00 bonus. Enter as often as you like. Start right now!

RULES: The Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. will judge entries on the basis of humor (up to 1/2), clarity and freshness (up to 1/2), and their decisions will be final. Duplicate prizes will be awarded. Any entry received after April 30, 1963, will be eligible, and all become the property of The American Tobacco Company. Any and all employees of The American Tobacco Company, its advertising agencies and Reuben H. Donnelley, and relatives of the said employees, will be notified by mail. Contest subject to all federal, state, and local regulations.

THE ANSWER:

H2O

THE QUESTION:

"What is the source of water in the human body?"

Helps Pitchers

The enlarged strike zone will definitely give the advantage to the pitchers. The pitching mound is 45 feet from home plate. The new strike zone is 7 feet from home plate. The games are played longer. Help's Pitchers.

The systems is finally the advantage to the pitchers. The pitching mound is 45 feet from home plate. The new strike zone is 7 feet from home plate. The games are played longer. Help's Pitchers.
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